
Dropping naps
First published in the North Shore Multiple  Birth Club Issue 36 May/June 2014

Dropping to one sleep a day

If you’ve realised that your children are ready 
to drop down to one nap a day - and the signs 
that they’ve reached this point include taking 
ages to go to sleep during naps and then only 
sleeping for a short time, or being able to miss a 
nap without having a meltdown later in the day, 
or sleeping well for one nap and totally resisting 
the other nap - it can be hard to envisage what 
your day will look like with a one nap routine. 

Here’s the schedule that worked for us:

6.30 am: Wake up, milk feed

7.00 am: Breakfast

9.00-9.30 am: Morning tea

11.00-11.30 am: Lunch, and then straight 
to bed. If they’re not awake by 3pm, wake 
them up.

3.00 pm: Afternoon tea

5.00 pm (ish): Dinner, bath, milk feed 
(your normal bed time routine)

6.30 pm: Bed

We’ve found that it’s really important to not 
let babies sleep past the designated wake-up 
time, as it will potentially push the whole day 
out (in other words, babies who sleep late in 
the morning might not want a long day sleep, 
and then they’ll be overtired at bed time and 
struggle to get to sleep), and the problems can 
flow into the next day, and the next…

We also found that when dropping to one sleep 
babies need their dinner earlier than before. I 
had to feed my twins at 4.45pm for some time, 
as they simply couldn’t make it to 5pm. From 
18 months onwards they had dinner at 5.30pm 
- very civilised!

When first dropping the second sleep, have 
fun things planned to do and eat for a couple 
of days - things that will keep them stimulated 
enough to want to stay awake. A fun play date 
at home is a good idea, so there’s no risk of 
them falling asleep in the car. Avoid catnapping 
at all costs! I discovered that food could be 
an excellent tool for keeping their interest: a 
Gingernut biscuit or a Cheesymite bread stick 
would hold their attention for ages, and ice 
cubes in their water bottles or sippy cups was 
also a big hit. Keep calm - you’ll get through 
this stage in one piece!

~ Chelsea Freeman

The thought of dropping day sleeps - and particularly going down to one sleep, or giving up day 
sleeps altogether - can strike fear into the heart of many parents. Chelsea Freeman and Jelena 
Nasmith from the North Shore Multiple Birth Club have gone through these changes with their sets 
of twins, and lived to tell the tale!

Dropping the final day sleep

Dropping sleeps is not as bad as you think! Our 
girls have made the transition to no day sleeps 
about three months ago, at almost three years 
old. Signs that they were ready to transition 
included: waking earlier in the morning; 
putting them down for a sleep and them taking 
a while to actually fall asleep (and sometimes 
not sleeping at all that day); and putting them 
to bed at night and having them chat away 
for ages - sometimes up to 30 or 40 minutes - 
before drifting off to sleep.
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We started by dropping one sleep every three 
days, and these days were generally timed for 
when we were due to be at home, to avoid 
them falling asleep in the car. We introduced 
quiet TV time instead of a sleep, and this has 
worked well for us. When they had dropped 
one sleep every few days we waited until they 
again showed signs that they needed less 
sleep, at which point we dropped the sleep 
every second day, and gave them time to 
adjust. When our girls were down to just one 
or two sleeps a week we found that they would 
nap a lot more in the car, for example, rather 
than having a good sleep, and we were less 
consistent with what time they had their naps - 
we just let them lead the way.

They gradually reduced their sleep altogether, 

which made for a tough couple of weeks, until 
they adjusted and started sleeping longer at 
night. Over those tough weeks I found that 
having dinner ready early was important, so 
as soon as they showed signs of becoming 
tired I would sit them down to eat, followed 
straight after with their bath. Once they had 
a bath they were quite happy to sit for longer, 
having bedtime stories, and because they were 
ready for bed, if they needed to turn in early it 
was never a problem. We still have some days 
where our girls need a catch up sleep, but I just 
make sure that they don’t sleep too late in the 
afternoon, so we don’t change their normal bed 
time - it has worked well for us.

~ Jelena Nasmith
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Whakatane	  Multiples	  Playgroup	  	  	  

Take	  the	  opportunity	  to	  catch	  up	  with	  	  
other	  local	  multiples	  and	  parents	  

For	  more	  details	  contact:	   	  
Whakatane	  Playgroup	  Coordinator	  
Raewyn	  Morgan	  !	  027	  221	  6651	  or	  07	  323	  8876	  

1st	  &	  3rd	  
Wednesdays	  
of	  the	  month	  
(term	  time)	  

9:30am	  –	  11am	  

Tea	  &	  coffee	  
provided	  

	  
*	  Gold	  coin	  donation	  


